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Contingency table (𝟀2 = Chi-Square), Scatterplot, Boxplots, Logistic Regression
Allthese methods try describe the dependencies between two parameter, and in JMP they are
gathered under the Analyze → Fit Y by X entry:

Put the dependent
parameter here

Put the independent
parameter here

Boxplot
Scatterplot

JMP will automatically use the
appropriate method for the type
of data (nominal, ordinal, or
contiguous) in X and Y

Chi-Square Table

Note that the output looks usually different, depending of what is chosen as ‘X’ (independent,
‘given’ variable) and as ‘Y’ (dependent variable: how does ‘X’ influence/determine (in a statistical
way) ‘Y’?).
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Contingency table (𝟀2 = Chi-Square)

The ‘Mosaic Plot’ assigns for every instance
of variable a color and a field whose size
reflects the number of cases of the variable.

This ‘Mosaic Plot’ has ‘m’ and ‘f’ together,
i.e. it shows the relative size of an instance in
relation to the whole data set.

This ‘f’ instance has many cases, so the field
is larger.

There are more ‘m’ than ‘f’ Genders, so the
‘m’ fields are wider.
These are the counts, who often an instance
of a variable appears in the data set, its
relative percentage to the total of all data, %
relative within a column and % relative
within a row.

Here you can select what data should be
displayed in a the table and which tests
should be performed.
𝟀2 statistics for the data.
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Scatterplot

Scatterplot with a regression line (selected from
the red triangle ‘Fit Line’ option: How does
F1[Hz} depend on Duration[ms]?)

Linear equation of the regression line.

The fit of the regression line is only
1.33%…

…but there is a highly significant
correlation between Duration and F1.
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Boxplot

This is not a boxplot, but the
distribution of the datapoints for
each variable on the x-axis; the
width of the x-axis is
proportional to the amount of
data and the option Display
Option → Points Jittered was
selected from the red Option
triangle.

This line is the Grand Mean of all
data.

Means and Std Dev was selected
from the red Option triangle.

Here, Display Option → Boxplot
was selected from the red Option
triangle and Display Option →
Points was de-selected. Note that
the scale goes up to 2700 Hz,
because there are datapoints up
there (which are not displayed).

By clicking on the scale, the
display range can be changed
(e.g. 200 Hz to 1200 Hz).

